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Abstract
Fantasy is the key word in defining the whole spectrum of children’s literature. It is an advanced mental skill, which
requires sophisticated spatial and visual thinking, the ability to move images around in reader’s mind, as well as life
experience and other kinds of cognitive developments. Fantasies enter into the daily activities of every individual to a
certain extent; in work and play, in problem solving and dreaming. In other words, in one’s adjustment to environment, it
plays a greater or lesser role in the case of writers, painters, film makers etc. When writers resort to the use of language,
their fantasies become more sophisticated into high fantasy. This paper analyses the elements of high fantasy in Deepa
Agarwal’sAnita and the Game of Shadows.

High fantasy is one of the sub genre’s of fantasy fiction that is characterized by long involved plots, a
secondary world and two basic themes. The long involved plots setting and sweeping stories with multiple
subplots. High fantasy usually takes place in a secondary world that involves magic and strange beings.
Writers ignore the real world, set the secondary world in some relationship with real world or use a world
within- a- world technique.

Agarwal provides a real setting in the beginning of the novel. The novel opens in a classroom in the Jai Bharat
School, where Anita, the central character, is playing palmistry with her friends Minnie,Midha, Sabena, Nithin
and Choco. Mrs.Chopra, the strictest teacher in the school, catches them and Anita is called to the office room.
But, when her father is kidnapped, followed by her mother, Mr. and Mrs.Lullatell the stories about Shadow
King and Anita then enters into the secondary world. Anita comes to know more about the shadow king first
by Choco’s parents, then by Nanima. At the same time, Agarwal brings the staying of Nanima,Choco’s
birthday party, schoolgoing, etc. into the novel which bring the real world effect. It is clear when Nanima
arrives at her home. “She held her close for a moment and Anita tried hard not to cry. With all the strange
things that had been happening, her mother’s disappearance had become a little unreal. But with her
grandmother’sarrival, reality her again”(42). Thus the real world goes along with the imaginary world.
Eventually,Anita fell into the secondary world of magical powers by playing a game which is safeguarded by
her mother with her friend, Seema Aunty.  And all the main incidents in the novel happens in this secondary
world.

High fantasy works mostly with two themes. One theme is the struggle for supremacy between good
and evil, high and darkness, order and chaos. The other one is the quest. It indicates a quest for a lost or stolen
object of power that the protagonist and antagonist need for different reasons and purposes. In the
novel,Anita’s family members play the role of goodness that grow spiritually well and work hard for the
destruction of the evil power from the world. On the contrary, the King of Shadows and his followers stand
for the evil power: “The King of Shadows. . . . He’s crazy for power. He knows that larger the number of
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people–rather shadows- in his kingdom,the greater his power. So he does everything to increase it. . . . And
being evil, he makes people do all kinds of hateful things” (30)

The good force in the novel tries to destroy the evil force . It is clear from Mrs.Lulla’s words: “Many
terrible deeds have been performed by those whom the Shadow King controls. That is why we have to stop
him” (37). But these good forces sometimes seems to be failed by the evil power as in this novel, Anita’s
grandfather is killed by his best friend Maniram, who is the follower of Shadow King. In the end, however,
good force wins over the evil. For getting her parents back, Anita enters into the world of shadows with her
friends and defeats the Shadow King.

Again in the novel, Anita’s prominent quest for knowing about her kidnapped parents leads
her to know about the King of Shadows and his world. Another quest is for an hidden object, that is, Magic
Stone. Anita knows that only by the Magic Stone, she can find out her parents. So she goes in search for it.
The Shadow King also wants to enact the Magical Stone and win the world, but he is punished, as he is not
the real owner: “The King tried to use the power of the Magic Stone to overpower the princess. The moment
he tried, he turned to dust” (36). Finally Mr. Lulla said: “it is said that the King of Shadows used the stone, it
vanished mysteriously. It was rumored that your grandfather had been able to get it, performing the most
complicated rituals. The made his family, the owners of it for the next seven generations” (38). Thus Anita is
claimed to be the right owner of the Stone. Since the Shadow King is destroyed to dust, he is transformed to
shadow by his magical powers. Even then he wants to conquer the world by the Stone, whereas Anita wants to
defeat the King and save her parents. Thus the two themes are well enacted in the novel.

In a fantasy, the forces of evil (dark power) often are personified in a Dark Lord. He is often depicted
as a diabolical force. The effects of his rule often assert malign effects on the land as well as his subjects.
Besides his usual magical abilities, he often controls great armies. In short, a Dark Lord is usually depicted as
the ultimate personification of evil and often commits atrocities that make common people afraid to speak
their very names. In the novel, the King of Shadows is the Dark Lord.

‘The King of Shadows? Who is he. . .?’ Mr. and Mrs. Lulla exchanged glances. Then Mrs.Lulla said, ’He is
the most evil of evil beings’. He is not a human being, but shadow, a force only. He turned to dust, when he
tried to overpower the Magic Stone. But the Magic powers he had acquired in the Forest of the White Stag
helped him to save his shadow. (29).

He then returns to the Forest of the White Stag and enters into a pact with the evil powers there. “They say he
mastered the technique of taking possession of people’s shadows . . . and controlling their minds through
them. The shadows become his puppets and, through them, the people they had belonged to once” (37).
Through them many terrible deeds have been performed. He even tries to control the Peacock People by
taking their vessel.

Evil power can be controlled by a heroic character. Heroic characters are a mainstay of fantasy,
particularly high fantasy. They are capable of more than ordinary behavior, physically, morally or both. While
they may at first be less than the role required, they grow into it. This may take the form of maturation. In the
novel, Anita is the heroine. Like a normal child, she behaves in the beginning. When her parents are
kidnapped, she comes to know about the Shadow King. Then her maturation period starts. The knowledge she
receives from Choco’s parents and Nanima, helps her to increase her knowledge on the unreal world. She
enters into the Shadow land, saves the Peacock People and finally defeats the Shadow King.

In a high fantasy, magic plays an important role, especially in overcoming the obstacle found in the
quest. It can appear in a fantasy world that is part of reality, but insulated from the mundane lands or as a
hidden element in real life. The important features in magic are the magician and the magic items. Agarwal’s
novel, mainly deals with two kinds of magician. The evil magician is the Shadow King, who got the golden
antlers and the Milk of the White Stag. With his magical power, he even disguises himself to Mr.Lulla and
tries to get back the stone. “Let me take a look at the stone”. Mr.Lulla said gently”. “Perhaps it was not facing
the right direction. May be something was blocking its aura. All these little things are so important. May be I
can get it to work” (108)
When Anita refuses to give it to Mr.Lulla, as he was not the right owner, his face “twisted with anger”(108).
And finally the children realizes the disguising,
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“Lucky for us! B-but, what happened to me? “Anita asked. She still felt shaky
Your   father . . .”

He was not my father!” Choco said vehemently. “It was the king of shadows in disguise”.(111)
The good magicians are Mrs.Lulla,Choco’s father and PanditGyanPrakashji, Anita’s grandfather. These two
magicians studied magic from the same guru, but they possess different knowledge. By his magical power,
Mr. Lulla creates the robot, Bantu and an house build by metamorphorodectyl. On the contrary, night after
night reading many books, Anita’s grandfather finds out the magic mantra. But it would make danger to his
family. He is strangled by Maniram and his daughter and son-in-law iskidnaped. “Knowledge your
grandfather worked years and years to acquire, to save the world from the King of Shadows. Your mother
made a mistake. She thought she was safe by keeping it to herself. If she had passed it on to others, it would
have protected her better”(31).

These magicians also use certain magical items such as the Magic Stone, Vase, Golden
Antlers, Milk of White Stag, etc. For instance, MrLulla describes the Magic Stone as “it’s the most powerful
magic ever. The person who owns it can never be defeated. But only the rightful owner can use it. If anyone
else tries, the magic will finish them” (34).

In a fantasy novel, sometimes a certain location which is close to the spirit realm, too will
have magic. There are residues from powerful spells once cast, or a place is magical by nature, as in the case
of Shadow land. Such places are often the homes of powerful beings. In the Shadow land, the magical places
mentioned are, “The Hidden Forest”, “The Mysterious Garden”, “The Dark Tunnel”, “The Endless Maze”,
‘The Fountain of Forgetfulness’, etc. Each magical places have its own functions. For the ‘Fountain of
Forgetfulness’ the memory become vacant: “if you had slept for just another ten minutes; all your memories
would have been wiped out” (85).  And the ‘Endless Maze’ is a maze where no one can escape.“The moment
you enter this Maze, you’re caught. It is not like ordinary mazes. Those are constructed according to a
particular plan, and you can escape if you understand the principle behind it. But this-it’s a shifting maze, built
by magic” (106).

High fanatsy novels are always enriched with fantasy animals. Whether it is the magnificent griffos,
the fierce dragon, the magical unicorn or mythical animals, the endless possibilities of imagination are
combined to create a lovely masterpiece of a story. The animals presented in the novel are Shadoggi and
Zookie. They come for Anita’s help end give her the guidance in the Shadow land:“That’s exactly what I was
coming to, Zookie squawked. It’s our friend Shadoggi. He’ll lead us to where they have been imprisoned”
(85). In the Peacock City, Zookie ties to tell about the disguise of Zanzor:  Shadoggi helps Anita to reach the
Shadow Jail and also into the palace of Shadow King.

All fairy tales end on a happy note. The good are rewarded and the wicked punished. In the novel, the
Shadow King was buried beneath the Righteous Rock. “Imagine the King of Shadows is no more! Choco said
and his essence imprisoned forever, buried beneath the Righteous Rock, which keeps evil ones like him
down” (151). Ranzor sent Anita and her friends back via, the Rainbow Route. When she returned home, she
got her parents, “Mamma, Dad! You really are back safe and sound!” (153).Anita was beside herself with joy.
All’s well that ends well. And the novel ends in a happy note.

To conclude, Agarwal thus provides all the essential elements which should be in a fantasy
novel. The fire of curiosity once Agarwal litted in the minds of the readers burns throughout the novel. On the
whole, the novel transforms the reader into an imaginary realm of fantasy. And Agarwal’s use of the elements
of fantasy has a great impact upon the reader.
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